
ROLE:
Local Sports Code and/or Cultural Activity Coordinator

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Are you passionate about a sport code or cultural activity and do you love to
translate this passion into experience for people in your local community? Do
you have experience in administration at a local, regional or national level? Are
you enthusiastic about making sporting experiences and/or cultural activities
accessible to everyone without discrimination, and enabling all young people to
participate in their favourite, as well as new pursuits?

We need Local Sports Code and Cultural Activity Coordinators who:
✔ Are solutions-focused and have reasonable computer skills.
✔ Are able to network and connect with people who can help to run activities
and competitions.
✔ Enjoy a challenge.
✔ Are flexible and able to come up with creative solutions to meet the needs of
all-inclusive organisation and operation within legal requirements.

TIME COMMITMENT:
Initially 3-10 hours per week. This is a voluntary role in PlayOn’s community-led,
volunteer driven initiative.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:
Reporting to the Regional Coordinator, you will:
 Help to create the sporting and/or cultural opportunities young people may
otherwise be excluded from enjoying.
 Source venues and resources, and plan and manage activities and groups,
including arranging competitions.
 Use PlayOn’s database tool for you and the other administrators to efficiently
conduct operations.

WHY CONSIDER APPLYING FOR THE ROLE?
🙌 To know you’re instrumental in opening up sporting and/or cultural
experiences for a significant number of youth who otherwise may not be
allowed to participate.
🙌 To strengthen your local community through increased physical and mental
wellbeing and other improved health outcomes.
🙌 To connect with passionate, like-minded people.
🙌 You’ll be part of a defining moment in changing how sport and cultural
activities are delivered in Aotearoa.



If this sounds like the role for you, we would love to hear from you. To apply
complete THIS form and let’s get working on re-generating our communities and
providing opportunities for our young people to be active.

https://form.jotform.com/220537474785869

